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In this paper we present the characterization of graphic matroids using the concept of a 
chord. Then we apply this characterization to solve a problem of Szamkolowicz [9]. 
One of the deepest theorems in the theory of matroids is Tuttes excluded- 
minor characterization of graphic matroids [ 111. The purpose of this paper is to 
present the characterization of graphic matroids using the concept of a chord. 
This concept was introduced in [9], and is closely related to the concepts of Z-arcs 
[6] and bridges [ll]. As a corollary of our theorem we obtain a positive answer to 
the problem of Szamkoiowicz [9]. For other characterizations of “graphicness” 
see [2-5, 7, 131. 
The terminology used but not defined here is defined by elsh [14] and 
Tutte [ 121. 
Let M be a matroid on a finite set E. A connected line L M is a minimal set 
of the form L = Cl U C2, where C1, C2 are distinct circuits o with C, fl C2 # 0 
(see [lo]). If C is a circuit and L a line with U c: L, we say C is a point ovz i or, 
equivalently, L is on C. 
Let Se be a family of subsets of E and suppose T c E. e use the following 
notation: & \ T : = {A E a!: A 1’3 T .T= a> and d/T is equal the collection of 
minimal nonempty sellsbers i.Z (A - T: 14 E 82 1 o Fb;t em. 3kmce, A~ki \ ‘T ar.J 
/T denote the de&.,,, UIL.U YV...I-.;V.r L ;nna nd rm~bmrPim4 T, ~gqe@iv&-i .J- 
be a matroid on E and 
cF *%L5Z, which is 
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. If C is a circuit with C fl Z # 0, then c - Z is expressible 
union of Z-am. 
The following proposition describes Z-arcs in the restriction of M. 
. Let T and Z be disjoint subsets of E. Th:en 
(M’,T)z = M,\T. 
A set A is a Z-arc of the matroid M\ T if and only if A is a mi 
non-null set of the form C - Z and C n Z # 0, where C is a circuit of 
the other hand, A is a member of A&\ T exactly then when A is a 
non-null set of the form C - Z and C fl Z # 0, where C is a circuit of 
C n T = 0. However, according to the definition of the restriction both conditkns 
are equivalent. Cl 
Let C be a circuit of M and suppose C = 2. Then a Z-arc A is called a cho 
the circuit C. Let T s E. 
. Let C and C’ be cirmits of matroi$s M/T and M, respectively, 
aird suppose C = C” - T. Then (MIT), 1~ M,JT@ 
Let A be an arbitrary chord of C and let C1 be the C-fundamental 
T). The circuit Ct is of the form C1 = Ci - T for some circuit Ci 
is a C’-arc A’ which meets A and is contained in Ci - C’, since the se 
C; - C’ is a union of C-arcs, by reposition 2.1. Evidently, A’ - T s A however 
A’ - T could not be a proper su et of A, because it would be contradict0 
the definition of a chord. Thus A = A’ - T, which completes the proof. El 
In the following observations w= b use the concept of a connected line, closely 
related to the concept of a chord. 
Let C be a circuit of and suppose A is a tihord of C. 
oreover, each connected line is of this form- 
'henAUC-CUC1 andno 
of two distinct circuits, since it wouXd 
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with CnC,# oreover, A = CJC has to be a chord, since every 
connected line is a minimal union of two distinct circuits. Finally 1, = A U C. •I 
The following proposition is from [IO]. 
. ,4 connected line is on at least three points. 
. There are at least two C-fundamentals for a chord A of C. 
The next proposition gives an interesting characterization of binary matroids. 
.“I. A matroid is binary if and only if there are just three points on 
each connected line of M. 
[1, no]. 0 
or0 2.8. A matroid M is binary if and oniy if there 4i-e just two 
C-fundamentals for each chord of an arbitrary circuit C of 
. Let M be a matroid, and L be a line of M on which there are just 
three points X, Y and Z. Then each element of L belongs LO just two of the points 
X, Y and 2. 
There are just two C-fundamentals C1 and C2 for a chord A if and 
only if CI n C, = A. 
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of the Corollaries 2.8 
and 2.10. Another proof of that result is presented in [8]. 
3 nastroid ,M is binary if and only if for each circuit C of M and 
for each chord A of C, there is a partition {U, W) of C such that A U lJ and 
A U W are circuits of M. 
From now on we suppose A! to be binary. The elements of the partition 
}, which occurs in Proposition 2.11, are caikd primary segments oii C 
determined by the chord A. 
e Each primary segment is a chord of some circuit. 
et {U, IV} be a parti 
rove that U is a 
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and, moreover, there is only one different circuit C2 = A U W or? the line A U W. 
Evidently (C\ C,) n U = 0, so U is a chord of C. q 
Two chords A and B of C are skew, if they dec -rmine partitions { UI, Uz} and 
{W,, W2} of C, respectively, such that the sets &j = Q n M$ are all non-nul! for 
i, j = 1,2. These sets form the partition {Z&r, &, &, ‘&} of C. The elements of 
this partition are called segments determined by the chords A and B. e call the 
segments SIl and & (Slz and S& > respectively) opposite. 
Let C be a circuit of M/T and suppose C’ is a circuit of M, such 
that C=C’- T. Then the partition determined by an arbitrary chord A of C is of 
the form (U’ - T, W’ - T), where (U I, W ‘) is the par&ion determined by some 
chord A’ of C’. 
y Proposition 2.3, the chord A is of the form A = A’ - T for some chord 
A’ of C’. Let {U’, W’} be the partition of C’ determined by A’. Then 
{U’ - T, W’ - T) is the partition of the circuit C’. We must prove that 
A U (U’ - T) and A U (W’ - T) are circuits of M/T. 
First, we notice that there are circuits C1 and Cz of M/T such that 
C1 s A U (U’ - T) and C2 s A U (W’ - T). Really, the sets A CJi (U’ - T) and 
AU(VV’ - T) are equal to (A’ U U’) - T and (A’ U W’) - T, respectively, and 
moreover A’ U U’ and A’ U W’ are circuits of M. So C, and C, are two distinct 
points on the line A U C, which implies C1 U Cz = A U C. Finally, C1 = A U 
(U’ - T) and C2 = A U (W’ - T), which completes the proof. Cl 
Let C be a circuit of Mt’T and suppose C’ is a circuit of Z, such 
thatC=C’- T. Then each segment Sij determined by arbitrary chords A and B of 
C is of the form Sij = S& - T, where Sh are segments determined by some chords A’ 
ana B’ of C’. 
e end this section with a simple graph-theoretic observation, the easy proof 
of which we omit. 
Let C be a cycle and suppose (Ur, U2) and {WI, Wz) are 
partitions of the’edge set of C such that each element of both pa 
connected. Then if U k a connected subs of C, which meets UI f3 
it must contain one of the sets U, n or U,n W,. 
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chords AI and _A2 of C such that U meets one and VY the other pair of opposite 
segments determined by Al and AZ. 
A binary matroid M is graphic if and only if it does not contain any 
Necessity. Let M be a graphic matroid. There is a graph G such that 
= M(G). Let C be an arbitrary circuit of , namely a cycle of G, and suppose 
Al and A2 are skew chords of C, which determine partitions { UI, U*} and 
{WI, W2} of C, respectively. Let {!J, W} be a psrtition of C determined by an 
arbitrary chord A such that U f3 SII # 0 # U n &. Since primary segments of a 
cycle are connected, so according to Proposition 2.15 S12 s U or & E U, i.e., 
W n S12 = 0 or W n & = 0. With regard to the free choice of the chord A, Al and 
A2 the proof of this part is finished. 
Sufficiency. Let M be a binary matroid and suppose M does not contain any 
non-graphical chord. According to the well-known theorem of Tutte, it is 
sufficient o prove that M does not contain any of the following matroids FANO, 
(F,QNO)*, (KS)*, (K3.3)* as its minor. The proof is composed of two simple 
observations. 
Each of the matroids FANO, (FANO)“, (I&)* and (A&)* 
contains a non-graphical chord. 
In each of these 
C = 1x1, x2, x3, x4), 
U&9 x4L 1x29 x3)) 
graphical chord. 
For the matroid 
matroids we indicate chords A, A 1 and A2 of a circuit 
which determine partitions {{Xl9 x3:‘, {x2, x4)), 
and {{x1, x2}, {x3, x4}}, respectively, i.e., A is a non- 
FAN0 we assume Al = {x5}, A2 = {x6}, A = {x7) and for 
(FANO)*: Al = {x6, x7}, A2 = {x5, x7} and A = {x5, x6}. (Fig. I) 
For the matroid (&)* (Fig. 2) iet Al = {x5, x7, x9, xlO}, A2 = (x6. x8, x9, xloj 
and A = {Xg, X6, X7, X8). 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
Finally, for the matroid (I&)* we assume: Al = {X-I, x9}, 4 = (XS, x,) and 
A = {x8} (Fig. 3). 
Fig. 3. 
. If some minor of M contains a non-graphical chord, then A4 
contains such a chord, too. 
For minara of the form M\ T the above statement is obvious, k--y virtue of 
roposition 2.2, so we can confine oursleves to minors of the form M/T. Let A be 
a non-graphical chord of some circuit C in /T which determines the partition 
} of C. By definition, there are two skew chords, Al an 
ine the segments Sij (i, j = I, 2) of C such that U n SII # 
2.13, there is a partition {U’, ’ } of C’ determined by some chord A ’ of C’ such that 
does not contain any 
of there are 
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The following theorem forms a positive answer to the problem of 
Szamkoiowicz [9]. Let C, denote a cycle with FZ edges. 
is graphic if and only if for each circuit C of 
+ C,, such that for every chord A c C the set f (A) is a 
connected subgraph of C,, (n = ICI). 
Necessity. If is graphic, then hit to the matroid (6) for 
some graph G. Let f be a function which assigns this isomorphism. Then f satisfies 
the above condition. 
Su_@ciency. Let f be a bijection with the required property and suppose on the 
contrary that M is not graphic. There is, by Theorem 3.1, a non-graphical chord 
of some circuit C of M. Let {U, W} be the partition determined by A. There are 
skew chords AI, AZ of C which determine partitions {Q, U,) and {IV,, !I$}, 
respectivelyi and moreover the segments Sii = Ui fl Wj (i, j = 1,2) satisfy the 
conditionsSIInUf(b, S22nu#0andS~LnW~0~S21n~. 
According to our assumption and to Proposition 2.12, the partitions 
{f(Q), f(U&, {f(VVJ, f(M$)} -nd the set f(U) satisfy the conditions of Proposi- 
tion 2.15. Hence, f(U) contains one of the sets f (UJ nf (W2) or f(&) n f (WI), 
i.e., f(W) must be disjoint with one of these sets. This contradicts the condition 
W fl S12 # 0 # W n & 9 what completes the proof. Cl 
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